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There are lots of holidays and celebrations Russia both 
national and foreign. Even though many Russians 
celebrate world holidays, such as St.Valentine’s Day, 
April Fools, Halloween and others, there are a number 
of purely Russian national holidays, which are 
celebrated only in Russia. These holidays emphasize 
the spirit of nation and support folk traditions.



One of the most interesting holidays in Russia takes place at 
the end of February to celebrate the end of winter. The 
holiday lasts for a week which is known as a Shrovetide. In 
Russia this holiday is called “Maslennitsa”. People 
traditionally eat lots of pancakes on this holiday and burn 
the scarecrow saying farewell to winter snow.



Another traditionally Russian celebration takes place 
on January 7th, which is an Orthodox Christmas. 
People visit their relatives on this day carrying rice 
pudding with raisins, which is called “kutya”. Many 
young and single girls try to read their fortune on the 
night of 6th and 7th January.



Russian weddings are also very joyous events and they differ a lot from other 
countries. There is a special person on Russian weddings called “tamada” who 
entertains the guests by various toasts and games.



Every June many Russians celebrate the holiday called “The 
night of Ivan Kupala”. People traditionally weave the 
wreaths from wildflowers, make the bonfires and swim in 
lakes on the night of this day.



Many traditions kept up by Russians are of religious origin and 
were banned after the Revolution of 1917, but survived and are 
now restored, such as Christmas. Lent and Easter traditions.



A well-known Easter tradition is painting hard-boiled 
eggs bright colours, tapping the ends of the eggs 
together until one egg is left.



I love Russian traditions very much. They are filled with fun and good mood.



Спасибо за внимание!


